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Thinking About Process Safety Indicators

There is nowadays much discussion of the need for indicators that measure how well safety is being managed in major hazard facilities. Two dimensions of safety indicators can be distinguished: personal safety versus process safety indicators, and lead versus lag indicators. The distinction between personal and process safety indicators is relatively clear, but the distinction between lead and lag indicators, while frequently referred to, is rather more problematic. Two influential discussions of the lead/lag indicator dimension have recently appeared – the Baker inquiry following the BP Texas City refinery accident\(^1\), and a UK HSE publication, “Developing process safety indicators”\(^2\). This paper is stimulated by these two publications and seeks to examine critically the lead/lag distinction. The Baker report also recommends the incorporation of safety indicators into performance pay and the paper goes on to discuss this issue.

Personal versus process safety indicators

Let us be clearer, first, about the distinction between personal and process safety. It is really a distinction between different types of hazards. Process safety hazards are those arising from the processing activity in which a plant may be engaged. Typical process safety incidents involve the escape of toxic substances, or the release flammable material which may or may not result in fires or explosions. Many process safety incidents either damage the plant or have the potential to damage the plant. Moreover, they have the potential to generate multiple fatalities. The term “process safety” originates in the US; in some other parts of the world process safety is referred to as asset integrity or technical integrity.

Personal safety hazards, on the other hand, affect individuals but have little to do with the processing activity of the plant. Typically they give rise to incidents such as falls, trips, crushings, electrocutions and vehicle accidents.

It turns out that most injuries and fatalities are a result of personal safety hazards rather than process hazards and, as a result, injury and fatality statistics tend to reflect how well an organisation is managing personal safety hazards rather than process safety hazards. Any organisation that seeks to assess how well it is managing process safety hazards cannot therefore rely on injury and fatality data; it must develop indicators that relate specifically to process hazards. That is one of the primary conclusions of recent major accident reports\(^3\). It is a crucial matter for major hazard facilities, but it is not the main concern of this paper.

The question of interest here is the distinction between lead and lag indicators. The focus of the paper is on lead and lag indicators of process safety. In the case of personal safety the distinction between lead and lag indicators is somewhat less problematic and will not be highlighted here.
Visualising the two dimensions

Before embarking on a discussion of lead and lag indicators it is worth reiterating that this dimension is quite distinct from the personal versus process safety dimension. This is best seen by arraying the two dimensions in a two-by-two table. Table 1 provides a visual demonstration that it is in principle possible to have lead and lag indicators of personal safety as well as lead and lag indicators of process safety.

Table 1
The 2-Dimensional of Indicator Space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lead</th>
<th>Lag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I labour this point because at times even the Baker report seems to confuse the two dimensions. One of the main findings of that report was that companies like BP should not to assume that indictors of personal safety are at the same time measures of process safety; they should develop dedicated process safety indicators. But the report also contains the following passage.

“The Panel believes that relying exclusively or predominantly on lagging indicators to assess process safety performance is ill-advised. … BP’s reliance on lagging, after-the-fact indicators of process safety performance rather than leading, predictive measures … impaired BP’s ability to measure, monitor and detect deteriorating or degraded process safety conditions and performance... This failure to use a set of effective performance metrics that includes leading indicators increased the likelihood that the organisation would identify the need for improvements or additional controls only after something had gone wrong”.

The above passage suggests that BP’s problem was that it was relying on lag indicators, rather than lead indicators. It is true that BP was relying on indicators such as “days away from work” injuries. But the problem with such an indicator is not that it is a lag indicator, but that it is a personal safety indicator. In fact one of the Baker panel’s most prominent recommendations was that BP should develop a lag indicator based on the number of process-related incidents. Contrary to the statement quoted above, in practice, the Baker panel was perfectly happy with lag indicators, provided they were the right kind of lag indicators.

The lead/lag distinction in the Baker report

Consider, now, the meaning of “lead” and “lag”. The following discussion will identify several ways in which the Baker report uses these terms.
Safety management systems ultimately aim to prevent harm, both harm to people and harm to property. One intuitively satisfying idea, then, is that lag indicators are direct measures of this harm, while lead indicators measure things that are in some ways precursors to harm. This is certainly how the terms are used in the case of personal safety, where to talk of lag indicators is almost invariably to talk of injury rates. As for process safety, the Baker report says at one point that lag indicators refer to “process-related injuries, incidents and property damage”\(^5\). The emphasis here is on harm, although the word “incident” is ambiguous in this respect.

However the Baker report does not in practice adhere to this usage. It goes on to say that “examples of lagging indicators include the number of unexpected loss of containment incidents, and failures of safety critical instrumentation/alarms”\(^6\). Here, the concept of lag indicator has moved well away from harm and includes events that are precursors to harm.

The above-mentioned examples from the Baker report all have in common the fact that they are failures of one sort or another. Perhaps the point is that lag indicators measure failures, regardless of whether they result in harm on any particular occasions. Lead indicators are then a residual category. The problem with this proposal is that there are many kinds of failures that are not normally regarded as lag indicators. For instance, the failure of a system to stay within safety critical parameters is not normally treated as a lag indicator, nor is the failure to comply with procedures. It seems that those who think in these terms draw a line somewhere: certain failures can be treated as lag indicators and others not, but where this line is to be drawn is never made clear.

Evaluating safety management activity

We have not yet considered the literal meaning of the word “lag”. What do lag indicators lag behind? The Baker report calls them measures of “after-the-fact performance”. What is the “fact” they come after? The usual answer is that they lag behind an organisation’s safety management activity and cannot therefore give us information about the current state of a safety management system. Hence the need for lead indicators. As the Baker report puts it, “lagging indicators of process safety performance suffer the disadvantage that they only suggest corrective actions after an accident”\(^7\). By contrast, lead indicators “provide feedback on performance before an accident or incident occurs”\(^8\).

The fact is, however, that there are many situations in which lag indicators provide a good indication of how well a safety management system is performing. The Baker panel itself suggested that the single most important indicator that BP needed to adopt was a composite lag indicator consisting of numbers of fires, explosions, loss-of-containment incidents and process-related injuries\(^9\). It noted that Texas City had had numerous fires and several hundred losses of containment in the previous year\(^10\) and that the refinery
needed to focus on these failures and drive the numbers downwards. Any improvement in this composite index would be indicative of improvements in BP’s safety management system.

This example serves to clarify the matter. The relevant issue is not whether the indicator is current or after the fact. The issue is whether, in the relevant time period, there are sufficient instances of the events being counted to be able to talk meaningfully about a rate. If there are, then charting this indicator over time will indeed provide evidence of whether the safety management system is improving. On the other hand, if years can go by without the occurrence of a single countable event, it is not possible to compute a meaningful annual rate, nor is it possible to conclude from one occurrence that safety is deteriorating.

Moreover, there is what might be called a zoom effect at work here. We can sensibly compute a fatality rate for an industry, and possibly even for a very large company. Regulators can therefore treat the industry fatality rate as an indicator of how well safety is being managed in that industry and seek to drive it down by encouraging various industry-wide safety initiatives. The same may be true for a very large company. However, once we zoom in on a particular company site we may find that it goes for many years without a fatality. Under these circumstances it will not make sense to treat the fatality rate at the site as an indicator of safety. Management at such a site will need to identify more frequently occurring events, such as injuries, in order to be able to judge how well they are managing safety over time. Similarly, catastrophic accidents occur so infrequently at any one major hazard site that they cannot be used as an indicator of how well process safety is being managed at that site, whereas loss of containment events may be frequent enough to serve the purpose. In short, where harmful events are occurring frequently enough to be able to talk about a rate, this rate can be used to measure safety; where harmful events are rare, we must look to more frequently occurring precursor events in order to be able to measure safety. Putting this another way, there are circumstances in which so-called lag indicators are perfectly good indicators of how well safety is being managed, and circumstances in which they are not. It depends, in part, on the level of zoom. The result is that, if one is interested in how well safety is being managed, the distinction between lead and lag indicators becomes largely irrelevant.

Interestingly, a BP internal report into the Texas City fire, the Mogford report, came to a similar conclusion.

“By definition, catastrophic and major process incidents are rare events, and performance measures need to be preferably focused on leading indicators, or at least lagging indicators of relevant, more frequent incidents”\(^\text{11}\).

Mogford is making clear in this passage that what is important is the frequency of the events to be counted and that whether they are described as leading or lagging indicators is essentially irrelevant.
Reactive versus proactive monitoring

So far we have made little progress in distinguishing usefully between leading and lagging indicators. There is, however, one other suggestion in the Baker report about how this distinction might be made. Lagging indicators, it says, are generated by a process of reactive monitoring, while leading indicators are the outcome of active monitoring. Reactive monitoring amounts to keeping track of undesired events, such as gas releases; active monitoring involves routine, planned testing and inspection. As Baker puts it,

“Reactive monitoring allows an organisation to identify and correct deficiencies in response to specific incidents or trends... Active monitoring evaluates the present state of a facility through the routine and systematic inspection and testing of work systems, premises, plant, and equipment...”  

According to the Baker report, active monitoring gives rise to the following kind of indicator: “the percentage of equipment that is past due for inspection”. Notice that this is a measure of safety-relevant activity and the extent to which that activity has occurred. It is not necessarily a measure of safety. An organisation might score poorly on this indicator if it has fallen behind in its schedule of testing, even though all equipment might be functioning perfectly. There is a converse proposition. An organisation might be scrupulous in its testing schedule yet find that many of the items tested in fact failed the test.

What this suggests is that when considering active monitoring of this type there are really two sets of indicators of interest. First, there are indicators of whether monitoring is being carried out in a timely fashion (percent of tests conducted by due date). Second, there are indicators of the results of the monitoring (percent of cases in which equipment fails the test). The first is a measure of monitoring activity, while the second is a measure of equipment adequacy. The first can be termed an input measure and the second, an output measure. Both, surely, are relevant, yet the Baker report makes no mention of the second. All its illustrations of active monitoring indicators are of the input type, for example, “completion of major accident risk assessments” and “closure of major accident group recommendations”.

Summary

None of this is intended as an overall evaluation of the Baker report. It was in fact a ground-breaking document in ways that will not be canvassed in this article. The only point here is that the Baker report does not provide us with a satisfactory account of the distinction between lead and lag indicators. Indeed at times it confuses the lead/lag distinction with the personal/process safety distinction. Nevertheless it notes that “effective measuring and evaluation systems use both leading and lagging indicators”, and it refers to the UK HSE publication on process safety indicators in support of this proposition. I turn therefore to the HSE document.
The lead/lag distinction in the HSE guide

The HSE guide, Developing Process Safety Indicators, is an innovative document. Its starting point is the well-known Swiss cheese model of defence in depth. What is innovative about the guide is that it defines leading and lagging indicators for each of the controls in the risk control system. (See diagram. RCS stands for “risk control system”). Lead and lag are thus relative terms, relative to the performance of a particular control.

In order to explore precisely how the HSE guide defines lead and lag indicators, let us note first that the process safety indicators in the HSE guide are of three types.

A. Measures of routine, safety-related activity.
   eg proportion of safety critical instrument/alarm tests done on schedule

B. Measures of failures discovered during routine safety activity.
   eg proportion of safety critical instruments/alarms that fail during testing

C. Measures of failures revealed by an unexpected incident.
   eg numbers of safety critical instruments/alarms that fail in use.

The three types are listed down the left side of table 2 and the following discussion may be more easily understood by referring to that table. Keeping the three types in mind, let us consider a pair of definitions provided in the HSE guide.
The leading indicator identifies failings or ‘holes’ in vital aspects of the risk control system discovered during routine checks on the operation of a critical activity within the risk control system.

The lagging indicator reveals failings or ‘holes’ in that barrier discovered following an incident or adverse event. The incident does not necessarily have to result in injury or environmental damage and can be a near miss, precursor event or undesired outcome attributable to a failing in that risk control system.\textsuperscript{14}

It appears from these statements that leading indicators are type B and lagging indicators are type C above. Type A measures, concerned with safety-related activity, are not covered by these statements. (Hence the blank cell in table 2.) This is clearly less than satisfactory.

Interestingly, however, the illustrations of leading indicators provided in the guide systematically include both type A and type B indicators. For instance, suggested leading indicators for the risk control, “inspection and maintenance”, are as follows:

- Percentage of maintenance actions identified which are completed to specified time scale – (type A indicator).
- Percentage of safety critical plant/equipment that performs to specification when inspected or tested - (type B indicator)

In short, although leading indicators are defined as type B indicators, the illustrations given cover both A and B.

This suggests that the definition the guide is using in practice is as follows:

- Leading indicators relate directly to safety-management activities and are either measures of those activities themselves (type A) or of the results of those activities (type B).
- Lagging indicators are measures of unexpected failures occurring in normal operations (type C).

This formulation groups A with B and contrasts these with C (see column 2 in table 2). It seems like a reasonable way of making the distinction. However the guide does not always adhere to this formulation. It provides the following example of a lagging indicator:

- Number of safety critical instruments/alarms that fail to operate as designed, either in use or during testing (emphasis added).
Precisely because it covers failure both in use and during testing, it covers both B and C above (see column 3 in Table 2). In so doing it ignores the formal definition and it is inconsistent with the definition that the guide works with in practice for the most part. There is, however, a certain logic to this usage. The guide assumes that lead indicators are measures of input, while lag indicators measure outcomes:

“Leading indicators ...can be considered as measures of process or inputs essential to deliver the desired safety outcomes… Lagging indicators show when a desired safety outcome has failed or has not been achieved”

From this point of view it is of little relevance whether the instrument/alarm fails in use or in testing. Both types of failure demonstrate the presence of a hole in the protective barrier. Both types demonstrate that the plant has been operating in a degraded state, regardless of whether a harmful incident has occurred. Both are outcome measures and, in that sense, both are lag indicators.

We have, then, three different approaches in the guide to determining whether indicators are lead or lag: a formal definition, the system of classification revealed in most of the examples, and the input/outcome distinction. These different approaches generate different entries in the cells in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Type</th>
<th>Classification of indicator according to…..</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Measures of safety activity</td>
<td>Definition: Lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Failures revealed by safety activity</td>
<td>Definition: Lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Failures in use</td>
<td>Definition: Lag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table is read as follows:

Where indicators are classified according to the formal definition, type A indicators are unclassified, type B are lead, and type C are lag.

Where indicators are classified as are most of the examples in the guide, type A indicators are lead, type B are lead, and type C are lag.

Where indicators are classified according to the input/outcome distinction, type A indicators are lead, type B are lag and type C are lag.

I conclude, therefore, that the HSE document does not provide us with a single, consistent account of the lead/lag distinction.
It is important to note that this analysis of the meaning given to lead and lag indicators in the HSE guide is not intended as an overall evaluation of that document. The value of the guide is that it draws attention to the role that performance indicators can play. Given that safety management systems nowadays are about putting in place a system of risk controls, the real purpose of performance indicators must be to evaluate the effectiveness of those controls. This can be done by monitoring failures of the controls in use, as well as monitoring the functioning of those elements of the safety management system designed to ensure that these controls are working effectively. The HSE guide demonstrates admirably just how this can be done. The guide clearly identifies the three types of indicators discussed above. It is only when it comes to grouping the three types into two that inconsistencies appear.

What emerges from this discussion, I think, is that, in the quest for process safety, the important thing is to identify measures of how well the process safety controls are functioning. Whether we call them lead or lag indicators is a secondary matter. Companies I have studied that are actively seeking to identify indicators of process safety do not make use of the lead/lag distinction in any systematic way. They use indicators of failure in use, when these are available, as well as indicators arising out their own safety management activities, where appropriate, without thought as to whether they be lead or lag. These indicators include:

- tardiness in completing maintenance, inspection or corrective action tasks;
- measures of plant or process failure in use, such as plant trips and alarm rates;
- failure rates following testing;
- plant over-rides (by-passing of safety devices);
- leaks, and so on.

Improving performance in relation to these indicators must enhance process safety.

A final comment here concerns the relative priority to be given to the three types of indicators described above. Which of the three should we attend to most assiduously? The answer would seem to be type C. The aim of the system of controls is to prevent a major incident. Where a particular control fails in use, we are correspondingly closer to that incident. To draw on the Swiss cheese model, these are cases in which a potential incident has penetrated some of the barriers, but not all. They are, to varying degrees, near misses. Such failures are therefore undesirable events, to be avoided if at all possible. Where such failures occur with sufficient frequency to be able to talk about a rate, the top priority must be to drive these failure rates downwards. Where failures are so infrequent that it is not possible to talk of a rate, the priority shifts to identifying measurable aspects of the safety activities designed to ensure that the controls remain in place. The strategy is to move upstream in the chain of precursor events only so far as is necessary to identify countable occurrences.
Driving improvement

Safety indicators are only worth developing if they are used to drive improvement, that is, if the organisation focuses attention on them in such a way as to make a difference. This seems like a truism, but it needs to be stated. BP at Texas City measured loss of containment incidents (e.g., spills), and the figure got steadily worse from 2002 to 2004, increasing by 52 percent in the two-year period, from 399 to 607\textsuperscript{16}. This was a critical process safety indicator, but it was not a measure that mattered to BP. If such indicators are to drive improvement, ways need to be found to hold senior managers accountable for them. One obvious way is to build them into their remuneration packages.

The inquiries following the Texas City fire provide some useful information on bonus pay systems at that site. Most of the workforce received a bonus payment based on the overall performance of the refinery. There was no way that individual performance could influence the payment. According to the US Chemical Safety Board (CSB) report, 50 percent of the bonus was determined by “cost leadership” (that is, cost cutting), while safety determined only 10 percent\textsuperscript{17}. Furthermore, safety was measured as the number of OSHA-recordable injuries, clearly a measure of personal safety.

For senior managers, the situation was different. They had individually constructed personal performance contracts with their immediate superiors which served as the basis of bonus payments. According to the CSB,

“The contracts consisted of weighted metrics for categories such as financial performance, plant reliability and safety. The largest percentage of the weighting was in financial outcome and cost reduction. The safety metrics included fatalities, days away from work case rate, recordable injuries, and vehicle accidents; process safety metrics were not included. HSE (health safety and environment) metrics typically accounted for less than 20 percent of the total weighting in performance contracts”.\textsuperscript{18}

Process safety, then, was completely missing from the incentive system at Texas City. But quite apart from this issue, what is striking about these bonus schemes is the low weight given to safety in comparison with cost reduction. One wonders in these circumstances whether the bonus system directed much attention to safety at all. The answer appears to be that at Texas City it did. Prior to the accident in March 2005, the total recordable injury rate at the site was one third the industry average\textsuperscript{19} and in 2004 the injury rate had improved to such an extent that BP made an additional payment to the whole Texas City workforce\textsuperscript{20}. The bonus system did seem to have driven the reported accident rate to very low levels.

For the most senior people in a corporation, however, it is hard to see how these safety bonuses can provide much in the way of financial motivation. The financial benefits they receive go beyond those specified in the performance agreements of most of their subordinates and include payments based on share holdings and share price movements. Financial returns from these sources can far outweigh other sources of income. In these
circumstances, the impact of safety bonuses must be symbolic, affecting reputation and pride, rather than exercising any real financial leverage.

Assuming that incentive schemes do have an effect, one of the clearest lessons arising from the Texas City accident is the need to include measures of process safety into remuneration systems. The Baker panel made the following recommendations:²¹

A significant proportion of total compensation of refining line managers and supervisors (should be) contingent on satisfactory meeting process safety performance indicators and goals...

A significant proportion of the variable pay plan for non-managerial workers … (should be) contingent on satisfactory meeting process safety objectives.

The need for caution

A warning must be sounded at this point. In deciding on performance indicators for inclusion in such pay schemes, it is important to recognize that the moment there are financial consequences attached to performance with respect to an indicator there is an incentive to manage the indicator itself rather than the phenomenon of which it is supposed to provide an indication.

Indicators of safety-related activity are inherently dubious from this point of view. The problem is that safety-related activities can vary in terms of their quality as well as their quantity, and it is often possible to increase quantity by sacrificing quality. For instance, if performance is being assessed by the number of audit corrective actions that have been closed out or completed, the result can be improved not only by putting more resources into closing out these actions (the intended outcome), but also by decreasing the quality of the close outs (an unintended outcome). If performance is measured in terms of the numbers of people who have undergone training, then the quantity can be improved by reducing the quality of the training. These are perverse outcomes. They are focused on managing the measure rather than managing safety. By contrast, where a failure rate is being used as a performance indicator, particularly a rate of equipment failure, there is less possibility of perverse outcomes such as described above. The Baker report seems unaware that indicators of safety-related activity are problematic from this point of view.²²

This is not to say that performance indicators of safety-related activity should be abandoned; merely that extreme care should be taken before including them in bonus pay systems. Where there is poor performance with respect to such an indicator, the first reaction should be to investigate the reasons. It may be that there are not sufficient resources to carry out the activity effectively. Penalizing poor performance in these circumstances is bound to lead to perverse outcomes.

While it is more meaningful to count failures than activities, this does not mean that counting failures is straightforward. As noted earlier, one of the principal
recommendations of the Baker report was that BP should develop a single summary indicator of process incidents, including fires, explosions, hazardous releases and process related injuries/fatalities. The report recognized that each of these failure types would need to be carefully defined. So, for instance, it defined “fire” as follows:

- a leak that results in a flame,
- a tangible indicator of fire (eg soot on the inside of distillation tower),
- a fire on a scaffold board in a process unit,
- a fire in a vehicle parked by an operating unit,
- a 120 volt shorted switch,
- a ground fault on electrical heat tracing,
- a phase to ground or phase to phase short on electrical power distribution,
- a fault in a motor control centre,
- a fault in electrical switch gear.

The definition also included a list of types of fire that would not be included in this process safety indicator, such as a fire in a rubbish can in an office building. It is clear that even such an apparently discrete and countable event as a fire needs to be carefully defined if it is to be part of an indicator used to drive performance.

**Tailoring performance agreements to individuals**

The recommendations of the Baker report distinguish between incentive systems that apply to senior managers and those that apply to lower employees further down the hierarchy. Clearly it is the senior managers who have the greatest influence on safety and their incentive structure is therefore critical. In particular it is critical that their performance agreements focus on things that it is within their power to influence. From this point of view the problem with many performance indicators is that it is not immediately obvious how the activities of any given manager may influence them. The personnel manager, for instance, may feel that he or she has little or no control over the number of gas leaks, fires or other undesired events occurring at a site. If so, an incentive system that highlights such events has little potential to influence behaviour of that manager. Putting it another way, measures of this nature are not sufficiently targeted to motivate the performance such a manager.

Moreover there is no need for these personalized goals to be quantifiable. Some qualitative estimate of the extent to which they have been achieved is all that is necessary in order to be includable in an incentive payment scheme. In one company I have studied,
the CEO writes into the performance agreements of his direct reports a series of objectives, some of them safety-related, and then evaluates each person in relation to his or her set of objectives, on the following scale: meets most; achieves all; exceeds most; exceeds all. Pay is linked to this scale in a pre-determined manner.

For operations and engineering managers, some of the performance indicators discussed in the Baker report and the HSE guide may be appropriate measures for inclusion in personal performance agreements, precisely because they have direct influence over these matters, but for other managers, such as personnel and finance managers it may require some ingenuity to devise appropriate safety-related goals. It is vital that this be done, however, because matters within their sphere of influence, such as staff over-load and cost cutting, are routinely identified as contributory factors in major accident investigations. Corporate HSE managers can be particularly useful here. Ensuring that appropriate HSE objectives are included in the performance agreements of very senior executives is one of the most important functions a corporate HSE manager can perform.

None of this is to suggest that site-wide or company-wide performance indicators are can be dispensed with in the incentive schemes devised for senior executives. If nothing else, these measures serve to remind senior people of overall corporate goals and encourage them to align their behaviour with these goals wherever possible.

**Conclusion**

This paper has been an attempt to think through the meaning of process safety indicators. In particular I have examined the meaning of the terms “leading” and “lagging” in two recent influential publications and found that they are not used with any consistency. Nor do I think there is much point in trying to pin down a precise meaning since in different contexts these terms are used to draw attention to different things. The most important point to emerge from the HSE document is that process safety indicators must be chosen so as to measure the effectiveness of the controls upon which the risk control system relies. Whether they be described a lead or lag is ultimately of little consequence.

The paper also reflects on the Baker panel proposal that process safety indicators be included in incentive pay schemes. This would be an important step forward, but care must be exercised to ensure that it does not lead to attempts to manage the measure as opposed to managing safety. Given that it is senior executives who have the most influence on safety, the aim must be to include appropriate indicators of process safety in their performance agreements. There is scope for a great deal of creativity in targeting these agreements to safety-relevant matters that lie within their control.

---
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